Dealer Workbench

By Larry Wise

Pricing Service Work
T

ime! I sure have lots of it when I’m in a treestand,
waiting for Mr. Big Buck to come along. When I was
still teaching math at my local high school, I’d spend
some of that treestand time thinking about lesson plans
and how to handle students’ needs. Or some new ways to
tune my target bow to get better groups; the things to try are
almost limitless.
Now that I no longer teach math or shoot as much target
archery (I still shoot my target bow several times a week),
I think about my coaching techniques, my writing and my
hunting bow setup. So it was the other morning when I was
trying to keep warm (it was 27 degrees).
I happened to notice that my peep sight was not coming
around to the full-open position when I drew my bow for a
few warm-up cycles. It was only opening to about 75 degrees
to my eye instead of 90 degrees, so I made a mental note to
fix it when I got back to the house that morning. That was
two days ago and it still remains unfixed, so before I go out
hunting this afternoon, I better fix it or I’ll get an inevitable
“lesson” by yet another buck that is smarter than I am.
The real point of all of this is the fact that it takes time to
fix the peep sight. It also takes time to install it in the string
and to adjust its height. And in your shop, “time is money.”
Well, it should be if you’re doing it right, so here, with some
advice from several shop owners I know, are thoughts and

ideas about placing value on your time, which, in turn, will
make the repair section of your shop more profitable and
also keep it attractive to customers.

Tying a peep sight into a string takes valuable time away from
your sales area. I use two 10 knot locators to hold peeps in place
on the bowstring. These are the same locators I use for nocking
points; they hold tight and wear like iron. Knowing how long it
takes you to tie these locators is essential to estimating how much
to charge for this service.

After the peep is installed, it must rotate properly to the aiming
eye when the bow is drawn. I like the 10 knot locators because I
can slide them away from the peep and then flip strands from one
side to the other in order to make the peep open properly to the
shooter’s eye. When the peep is set, I tie a serving thread around
it so it doesn’t fly out. Once again, this takes valuable time.

THE VALUE OF YOUR TIME
Do you have an idea of what your shop time is worth by
the hour? I place mine at about $30 per hour but yours may
be worth more or less depending on the nearby economic
situation. Currently, as the economy continues to rebound,
your rate may trend upward over the next year.
If you’re not the one making the bulk of the repairs, then
you have to place a value on your employees’ time, considering their hourly wage and the necessary shop expenses
related to having those employees. Some thought must
also be given to the degree of technical skill involved in the
repairs and service they do for customers. Perhaps you have
one employee do the more complicated setup and repair
and another do the basic level service work, so of course
their rates would be different.

TASK VERSUS TIME STUDY
I’ve installed at least a thousand peep sights over the
years, so I have a good idea of how long it takes me to do it.
But to be sure I wasn’t missing anything, I used a stopwatch
the other day to check my time.
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I started the timing before I put the bow into the bow
press and stopped it when I removed it from the press.
During that time, I tightened the bow in the press by hand
just to hold it in place. Next, I placed the peep in the bowstring (with equal strands on both sides) and cut two lengths
of BCY Poly Braid to use for tie-on locators. I then tied a 10
knot locator under the peep and another one above the
peep, covered them with fletching glue and clipped off the
extra string. Finally, I removed the bow from the press in just
under 12 minutes.
After removing the bow from the press, I set it aside for
the glue to set. During that time, I did a time test on fletching a dozen shafts (it took 17 minutes). Next, I pushed the
two locators closer to the peep to prevent the peep from
sliding on the bowstring and drew the bow several times to
check for peep rotation. It wasn’t quite correct, so I put the
bow back in the press and flipped a few strands from the left
side around the front of the bowstring to the right side. Then
I flipped the same number of strands from the right side
around the back of the bowstring to the left side. This operation took another 3 minutes.
Drawing the bow again, I noticed that the peep was
rotating correctly to my eye. I also knew that after I shot
about 20 shots, the peep rotation may have changed and
would need to be adjusted again. This is a simple operation
for me on my own bow but if it belongs to a customer, he
would have to bring it back for me to fix at no charge. That’s
five or six minutes that I won’t get paid for but that’s part of
the deal.
So what’s the value of this operation? Add the minutes
together; 12 minutes plus 3 minutes equals 15 minutes. Next,
multiply the hourly rate, $30 for this example, by the fraction
of an hour it took to do the operation. Use the fraction 15/60

as the decimal .25 (15 divided by 60 equals .25) and multiply
it by $30, my hourly rate, to get $7.50 as the value of my time
to install a peep. I suddenly realized that I’m not charging
nearly enough for installing a peep sight! How about you?
If you don’t have a stopwatch, I suggest you get one or
download a timer app onto your cell phone and start timing yourself while doing various bow setup operations. The
same goes for all the repair operations you do. I bet most
of us don’t do this and are losing lots of dollars out of our
shops’ workbench areas.

IN-HOUSE BOW VERSUS OUTSIDE PURCHASE
Many shops have a two column fee schedule for bow
repairs and setup operations. One of the fee schedules is
for bows purchased in-house while the second, higher fee
schedule is for those who purchased from another shop,
chain store or Internet or catalog house. There is certainly
nothing wrong with charging $10 for installing a peep for a
guy who bought a bow outside your shop and charging loyal
customers only $7. In fact, if it’s a new in-house bow purchase, you’ll probably install it for free; I do and many shop
owners I know do also.
My old friends Les and Gail Wynne of Right On Target
Family Archery provided the best service in their area of
North Carolina and as a reward for that, they got lots of
repeat business. It was that repeat business and the service
needs that went with it that kept their business going for
over 15 years. They knew, as we all know, that you can’t get
“service” or “repairs” over the Internet and so they worked
hard at the service end. They retired in 2010, knowing that
they managed their business well.
If the customer is buying the peep from you, then you
may want to reduce the charge a little but you can’t afford to
give away your time. Car dealers are sure going to charge you
for installing a new fuel pump no matter where you bought
the part or the car.
Some dealers charge only one rate for service. In other
words, they feel that charging extra to work on a bow bought
elsewhere will keep potential new customers away from
their shops, so they charge everyone the same rate. That’s
the case with Jim Kneeland of Archers Afield in Oregon. In
a recent interview with Kneeland, he said, “I go after those
customers and try to be as helpful as I can.” He also said, “I
try to get the customer to leave his bow with me so I can be
more efficient in making the repair and to get him back into
the shop again.” This sure works for Kneeland; he’s had positive growth for over 30 years straight.

FEE SCHEDULES

I recommend that you use your stopwatch in a time-on-task survey so you know for sure how long it takes to complete some of
the more common repairs and installations. I was surprised that
the peep installation took as long as it did and realized that I’m
giving away too much of my time.

Following is a list of possible service and repair issues.
It may be of some help to you when establishing or revising your own fees and schedules. I compiled this list from
samples I got from Les and Gail Wynne and from longtime friend Scott Pierce, owner of Dan Pierce Outdoors in
Lewistown, Pennsylvania. You have an idea of what your fees
should be based on your own experience, so the main point
of showing this list is to give you ideas to improve your own
and maybe add some services that you may not have on your
own schedule.
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SETUP, SERVICE AND ADJUSTMENT LIST
1) TILLER ADJUSTMENT
2) NOCK POINT INSTALLATION
3) PEAK WEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
4) CENTERSHOT
5) ARROW REST INSTALLATION/SETUP
6) D-LOOP
7) PEEP INSTALLATION/SETUP
8) STRING SILENCERS
9) KISSER BUTTON
10) CAM TIMING
11) DRAW LENGTH ADJUSTMENT
12) CAM REPLACEMENT
13) BOW QUIVER INSTALLATION
14) BOW SIGHT INSTALLATION
15) SIGHTING-IN PINS
16) PLUMBING AND LEVELING TARGET SIGHT
17) COMPUTER SIGHT TAPE
18) WAX STRING AND CABLES
19) CLEANING AND LUBRICATING LIMB POCKETS
20) UNSCENTED LUBRICATION ON CAMS
21) 3RD AXIS SIGHT ALIGNMENT
22) INSTALLATION OF STS TYPE ROD
23) DRILLING AND TAPPING ONE HOLE
24) INSTALLATION OF LIMB SAVERS
25) INSTALLATION OF 3 ELIMINATOR BUTTONS

BOW TUNING SCHEDULE
POWDER TESTING --------------------HOURLY RATE
PAPER TUNING ------------------------HOURLY RATE
GROUP TUNING ---------------------- HOURLY RATE
ALL OTHERS --------------------------- HOURLY RATE
BOWSTRING SERVICES
REPLACEMENT STRING INSTALLATION
REPLACEMENT CABLE INSTALLATION
REPAIRING END OR CENTER SERVING
ARROW SERVICES
PREP AND REFLETCHING (VANES INCLUDED)
REFLETCHING FEATHERS (FEATHERS INCLUDED)
CUTTING ARROWS
INSERT INSTALLATION
INSTALLATION OF WRAPS
REPLACEMENT AND ALIGNMENT OF NOCKS
COACHING FEE SCHEDULE
CERTIFIED USAA OR NFAA COACHES
$50/Hour OR $30/Half Hour
Ask about our group coaching sessions, team building
sessions, family rates and parties.

PRE-SEASON TUNE-UP PACKAGES
To make matters simpler for most of your less experienced customers, you can combine several of the more common types of tune-up adjustment into a package. You could
offer this package for a money saving price to the customer,
relying on the deal being more attractive to him or her than
just having one or two adjustments made. It also saves some
time figuring out exactly what the customer needs.
To cover more than just basic adjustments and repairs,
you could offer two or three more advanced levels. I’ll outline a red, white, blue and super star service program to give
you some ideas for your own shop.
RED LEVEL TUNE-UP: CHECK AND RESET
NOCKING POINT
CENTER SHOT
PEEP SIGHT
PEAK WEIGHT
DRAW LENGTH SETTING OR MODULE CHANGE
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WHITE LEVEL TUNE-UP:
ALL RED LEVEL ADJUSTMENTS
REPLACEMENT OF CENTER SERVING
REPLACEMENT OF D-LOOP
LUBRICATION OF CAM AXLES
REPAIRING ALL SERVINGS
RESETTING YOKE BALANCE
BLUE LEVEL TUNE-UP
ALL RED AND WHITE LEVEL ADJUSTMENTS
POWDER TEST AND ADJUSTMENT
PAPER TEST AND ADJUSTMENT
SIGHT-IN ASSISTANCE AT 20 YARDS
SUPER STAR TUNE-UP
ALL RED, WHITE AND BLUE LEVEL ADJUSTMENTS
1/2 HOUR FORM INSTRUCTION
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Pricing these tune-up packages is the tricky part. You’ll
have to add the individual costs of each item and then set
a price to entice your customers to take advantage of the
deal. If you’re selling fewer bows, then you have to expand
your service offerings to help compensate. If bow sales are
up, then you may want to reduce the packages because you
won’t have time to do all of the bow tuning.
You may have a different set of adjustments or repairs
that will work better for your area. If so, adjust the lists I’ve
made and price them accordingly.

GIFT CERTIFICATES
I sell gift certificates for my coaching sessions: some for
birthdays, some for Christmas and others for anniversaries.
Wives who have little archery knowledge need an easy gift
idea for their bowhunter men; plus, there are graduations
coming in June, so make your tune-up packages attractive
and available year-round.

THE FULL-SERVICE SHOP
As part of my archery coaching, I conduct two day
shooting schools at shops and clubs around the country.
This past March, I conducted two such schools: one in
Bordentown, New Jersey and one in Omaha, Nebraska. My
hosts at both locations have been in business for a while.
The Sportsmen’s Center in New Jersey has been going strong
for over 45 years while my friends at Full Draw Archery in
Omaha have had their shop doors open for 18 years and Jim
Kneeland in Oregon has been open for 34 years. They must
be doing something right!
All three of these shop owners/managers answered a list
of survey questions and I have their answers in front of me.
I think that what stands out across all three is interesting for
everyone to note. The things that these three shops have in
common are important and maybe you can learn something

that will improve your own business and keep your doors
open for many years.
First, each of these shops handles at least three brands
of bow. Archers Afield, in Oregon, stocks three brands; Full
Draw, in Nebraska, carries five and the Sportsmen’s Center,
in New Jersey, handles five of the major brands. In each case,
having a variety to choose from allows the shop to service
more customers’ needs. The draw stroke or grip section of
one brand may not suit everyone; many experienced archers
get a little fussy about how the bow feels or balances in the
hand and like to have a variety to choose from.
Second, all of these shops have employees. Full Draw
has five while the other two shops each have 10. Obviously,
if you have four or five brands of bow in stock, you will also
have more than one customer in the shop at a time and they
will all need attention or you’ll lose a sale.
These same salesmen have to know bow values because
all three of these shops across the country take trade-ins. I’m
sure that they don’t take every trade-in because some older
bows just don’t have a value anymore and are best passed on
to family members as starter bows.
At least one employee has to be doing the service/repair
work dropped off the day before. Doing most minor repairs
takes only a day or two while cam and bowstring replacements may take more time depending on part availability
and shipping time. I do a few repairs while the bow owner
waits but usually, I prefer that he or she leaves the bow so I
can fix it without rushing and I know that’s what these three
big shops prefer to do; it’s just more efficient for the service
technician.
You should
always
charge
for your service/
repair work. This
seems to be the

VANES

ONE PIECE
VANE SLEEVES

see the video at

The sign at the Sportsmen’s Center says it all; it has been around since 1971. It must be
doing things right in that part of Jersey to keep the doors open for that long. The March
weekend I was there, the place was busy; my group was using the sole shooting range
and another group was using the larger classroom for boat safety instruction.

bloodvanes.com
patents pending
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The Sportsmen’s Center’s archery section was busy for the entire
weekend. Customers can select from five different bow brands
and get the individual attention they need to get outfitted and
instructed with their new equipment.

common thread among all three shops I interviewed. From
east to west, bow shops that have been in business for lots of
years are charging something for their service work and that
is part of the reason they can keep their doors open. Doing
favors for friends is okay but when you have a building and
inventory to feed, you have to charge: make your fee schedule now and get it posted for all to see.

LOCAL CLUBS AND YOUR SHOP
I asked each shop owner about the number of local
clubs in his or her area, just wondering how close they were
in each part of the country. Of course, Vinnie Mancini at the
Sportsmen’s Center had the most and the closest: six clubs
within 50 miles. Naturally, he works with all of those clubs
to sponsor tournaments and events. He also opens the shop
shooting lanes and meeting rooms for public service events;
the weekend I was there was also the date of a class on boating safety.
In Oregon, there is one club 10 miles from Archers Afield
in Tigard. There are four or five other clubs that Kneeland
travels to with his archery trailer. The trailer has been doing
well since Kneeland brought it online in 2008. He credits the
trailer for keeping his business growing during the lean years
since then.
Deb and Kent Colgrove in Omaha have seven clubs
within 50 miles of their shop. They work with those clubs
in supplying 3-D targets and other range items on which
they can get lower bulk pricing. This working relationship
is certain to bring customers to Full Draw Archery, so they
continually foster it.

OTHER SHOPS IN THE AREA
Having another shop or two nearby is always a concern
for any dealer. This is bound to happen in the more densely
populated areas of the country. So it is with the three shops
I surveyed.

Here’s the Sportsmen’s Center’s fee schedule for the services it
offers. With the high customer volume it gets, this chart answers
lots of customer questions at a glance. It also keeps the staff “on
the money” when charging for the work it completes.

In New Jersey, there is another shop just three miles
from the Sportsmen’s Center.
In Omaha, there is a Scheels Sports store, a Cabela’s, a
Bass Pro and two Dick’s Sports stores within 10 miles of Full
Draw Archery. This could be a problem and indeed it was
for other pro shops that used to be in the area but are now
closed. Kent told me several times that “service is the key” to
maintaining a good customer base with so many big stores
in the area.
What I saw when I was there in March was a dedicated,
loyal staff that knew how to provide high quality service and
do it for the long term. They have the knowhow to work with
new archers and also provide advice and service to their toplevel tournament shooters.
Within 10 miles of Archers Afield in Oregon, there
are three other archery dealers: a Dick’s, a Cabela’s and a
Sportsmen’s Warehouse. Kneeland advocates maintaining
a friendly relationship with each of them. He welcomes any
customer that comes with a bow he or she bought at one of
the big stores because Kneeland knows he can earn some of
their business through top notch and prompt service.
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The storefront of Archers Afield in Oregon opens to over 50
shooting lanes inside. It also has a complete service and show
room area. For over 34 years, the owner and staff have kept this
business growing with good service and the appropriate fees
charged.

Several years ago, owner Jim Kneeland introduced the Archers
Afield mobile unit to enhance his business volume. He puts it on
the road so he can get to outlying archery clubs and towns that
have no archery shop nearby. It kept his business growing and
expanded his customer base over the last five years.

THREE SEGMENTS OF BUSINESS

The fee schedules at Archers Afield show the basic services that
customers can get for their bows. Each customer knows that he
or she will get professional service at a fair price and is willing to
leave his or her bow for one or two days to get it done “right.”

Deb and Kent gave me a similar figure, 33 percent, for
their recreational archery business. They rent their shooting
lanes for parties, family fun times and corporate team building sessions. Bowhunting, however, is still about 60 percent
of their volume, with target archery at about 7 percent and a
small amount of bowfishing sales.
Mancini schedules an Introduction to Archery course
every Saturday morning from 10:00 to 11:30 a.m. This helps
to service the increasing number of recreational archers he
is seeing at the Sportsmen’s Center. Garnering “recreational”
archers is important to the store’s bottom line.
I should have expected that, I guess, because in my own
case, I have been teaching many more coach certification
classes over the last year. Since the release of the movies
“The Hunger Games” and “Brave” last year, archery shops
have been getting increased requests for archery lessons.
That has greatly increased the demand for coaches and thus
the need for certifications. It is not hard to understand why
recreational archery is making a big impact at archery shops.
If you are not catering to this type of customer, then consider
doing so.

Doing my survey over the past two weeks has given me
a surprise. There’s a new and growing category of business
CONCLUSION
that every shop needs to be aware of. That category is “recreBig, medium or small, your archery shop can be more
ational” archery. People are just shooting bows for the fun of profitable by having a set policy for doing service work.
it and are not concerned about how well they are doing it or What style you use is of course up to you but whatever it
how fancy their equipment is; they just
want to shoot a few arrows, maybe hit
some balloons or a target and have fun.
Kneeland let me on to this regarding his own breakdown of business. I
expected that bowhunting would be 90
• Better accuracy right now
percent of his business but instead, he
• Conﬁdence at long range
said that it was less than half and that
• Works with your existing sight
• Controls bow torque
recreational archers were giving him
about 30 percent of his dollar volume.
That means they are buying or renting
Watch the Square-Up video on our website
equipment, paying for lessons and renting shooting lane time at a significant
SquareUpArchery.com (860)-663-3949
rate.
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The signs on the Full Draw Archery building front are easily seen
from the nearby highway so those passing by have a clear idea
about what’s going on inside. Deb and Kent Colgrove have kept
their business going at this location for 17 years by giving good
service and a great place to shoot.

This is my Full Draw Archery shooting school group from midMarch. Some of them also earned their Level Two Instructor’s
certificates that three day weekend. The lanes there are used for
instruction, leagues and parties and Full Draw offers equipment
rental if you don’t have your own and just want to try archery for
recreation.

prominent place in your shop. If you charge for installing
items purchased outside your shop, then post that notice as
well. And if you prefer to give friendly help to anyone and
The range at Full Draw Archery has 24 lanes with movable
only charge for parts, then post that notice.
target butts to allow for five and 10 yard shooting. There were
Demand may force you to change the way you handle
lots of 3-D targets sitting around for the many leagues that are
scheduled during the week. There was even a balcony that prorepairs and installations. You may be forced to begin chargvided some downhill shooting.
ing for the service you give or you may need to charge more
for what you do. I hope that this article will help you make
is, advertise it. Let the customer know as soon as he or she that decision or reinforce that what you are doing now is the
enters the shop that first, you do service work on any bow best way for you to operate. Regardless, let your customers
and second, you have a prescribed method and fees for know how you operate and be proud that you offer the best
doing so.
service around.
If you have
Keep well, shoot straight.
Larry
a fee schedule,
Editor’s Note: Larry Wise is available to conduct one
then post it in a and two day CoreArchery Academies on shooting form.
Reach him by email at
larry@larrywise.com or
call him at (717) 4369168. Larry has a DVD
title: “Core Archery
Back Tension: Defined
and Demonstrated.”
The DVD is available at
www.larrywise.com for
$19.95. Check out past
articles by Larry Wise
at the twin web sites
of ArrowTrade. Use
The ONLY U.S. Official Manufacturer
arrowtrademag.com for
For Information Contact,
This shows half of the service area and bow presses availhigh speed connections
mlpress1@aol.com
able inside Full Draw Archery. The weekend I was there, the
or see arrowtrademagwww.mapleleafpress.com
bow presses were exceptionally busy with repair and new
Phone 616-846-8844
azine.com for PDF
bow setup. Full Draw is a large Mathews dealer but offers
Fax 616-846-6408
downloads of articles.
four other brands so customers have a wide range to select

N
Waterproof EW!
and Extremely
Tear Resistant

NFAA Field & Hunter
and FITA Field Faces

1215 S. Beechtree Street, Grand Haven, MI 49417

from and the certified service to go with them.
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Remembering Tom Jennings
A SPECIAL BOW, A SPECIAL BOWYER
The bow has been in pieces for over 10 years. It broke
in the box where I had stored it; the cable anchor tabs had
snapped off. It’s been hanging in my back basement hallway
with some other bows I’ve collected; this one is special. It is
the most special bow I own. It’s one of a kind. It was built
specifically for me and showed up at my door as a surprise
one day in early 1985.
This very special bow was built by the hands of one
of archery’s top bowyers and innovators, my friend Mr.
Tom Jennings. So, when I learned of Tom’s passing, I went
immediately to my basement to rebuild my Tom Jennings
prototype Unistar bow that was in pieces. I guess I felt guilty
for letting it remain in disrepair because Tom was all about
“functioning” bows. I had to relieve the guilt!
My respect for Tom and
his genius for bow design drove
me to climb into my garage attic
and search my archives for the
wire cable I needed. I found several in two boxes of old Jennings
Compound parts and limbs; I found
lots of memories there, too. Most of
my best shooting was done with a
Jennings Bow and I still have several
of my favorites stashed away but
the one bow I have never shot is the
most special.
As I measured the length of the broken cable that needed replacing, I was mindful of Tom’s efforts to build this bow
the first time. I’m sure he built several cables until he got the
brace height correct; all I had to do was copy the broken one
and that’s not such a great feat.
I had to search for cable swages and my swaging tool;
it had been 20 or more years since I had used it. With the
proper tools, I was able to cut the cable, crimp a swage on
the cable end and begin installing the new cable.
As I looked at the butterfly cam on that bow, the thought
“How did he figure this all out the first time? How did he
manage to get this cam system designed and functioning?”
kept running through my mind. I guess the answer is easy,
though; he was Tom Jennings and had a special mind built
to “think archery.” In every sense of the word, Tom was a
bowyer.
I struggled a bit deciding on just which direction

around the cam the cables should be
installed: clockwise or counterclockwise? My first choice was wrong and I
couldn’t get the second cable hooked
properly. On the second try, I got both
cables and the bowstring attached correctly but not until I knocked the bow
off the press and it all fell apart – again.
I uttered an expletive, quickly put the
bow back together and placed it back
on the press, all the while thinking that
Tom probably uttered more than a few choice words while
designing and assembling this bow for the first time.
With a little trepidation, I drew the bow to full draw. It’s
smooth and has a soft wall at the end. The handle feels good
in the grip section like the old Jennings “T” did. It stayed
together. I was pleased because I hadn’t drawn the bow
since the week I got it back in 1985.
I feel a bit guilty that I’ve never shot the bow. It’s never
had an arrow rest on it, or a sight. Some warm day, when
this long winter is over, I’ll put a rest on it, take it outside
for a shooting session and think of my friend Tom Jennings
and how much I learned from him. You should also think of
him every time you read something I write because some of
Tom will be in there. Some of Tom is everywhere you see a
compound bow if you know what you’re looking for; I do and
I think of Tom often.
Thank you, Tom Jennings.
Larry Wise
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